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Human partners aren’t perfect – you’ll never find someone who ticks 

all of your boxes. Inevitably there’ll be fights, there’ll be tears, they’ll 

forget your anniversary, choose their friends, their family and their 

dog over you. You’ll waste hours of your life waiting for them to get 

ready and the way they chew their food will send shivers down your

back– not the good kind. Their hair will appear– everywhere. At the 

same time, space will disappear, clothes will vanish, and your time 

will be spent choking down cauliflower steak at Obnoxious Orla’s 

dinner parties or making small talk at Condescending Chris’ book 

clubs. It’s really not all it’s cracked up to be.

AI companies are delving further and further into the replication of 

real people. AI dolls as companions are growing in popularity, stories 

and stats about the number of people choosing AI dolls as life 

companions are growing. And why wouldn’t they? AI dolls act as the

perfect life partner - with the ability to be exactly who you desire, 

they’re 100% your type 100% of the time. An AI companion is the 

modern ‘soulmate’.

An AI doll is programmed to make you happier than a human ever will.

Create a piece of communications aimed at people looking for 

a long-term relationship (could be a single person of any age, a couple 

looking for a thruple, someone widowed) convincing them that an AI 

doll is the perfect life companion.

This brief is about letting you show off within a loose creative 

framework. Your application will be judged on your idea, and the 

potential of your execution. 

Choose two deliverables from the list below:

30” TV ad (Script &amp; Storyboard)

60” Radio Ad (Script)

Social (using any of the channels)

Digital (VOD or other)

Print (Outdoor/Press)

Experiential/activation idea

…or something entirely unexpected

The 2023 ICAD Upstarts Programme is brought to you with the 

generous support of BBH. 

BBH is a full-service creative agency founded in 1982. 

Our logo, the black sheep, represents the power of 

difference – because when the world zigs, we zag. 

In 2022, we brought this philosophy to Ireland and 

opened the doors of BBH Dublin.
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https://www.creativeireland.gov.ie/en/fighting-words/
https://www.creativeireland.gov.ie/en/blog/creative-climate-action-fund-projects/
https://cruinniu.creativeireland.gov.ie/
http://www.creativeireland.gov.ie/en/blog/

